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From stimulus to behaviourthe olfactory system's ability to discriminate For many animals, in particular nocturnal creatures, olfaction is a sensory modality of fundamental importance. The ability to identify and distinguish between odours is in many instances essential to survival. Olfaction serves not only in the detection of potentially poisonous or particularly tasty food, but is also used to communicate or navigate. Common to these two functions is the fact that they both need to compare and recognize odours. Which mechanisms confer these abilities on the olfactory system? Which anatomical, cellular and molecular conditions permit the discrimination of odours?
The olfactory stimulus and its representation in the mouse olfactory bulb From a chemical perspective, most odours comprise a mixture of several up to hundreds of different odorants. Each of these monomolecular odorants, e.g. amyl acetate (AA) or ethyl butyrate (EB), binds with varying affinity to many of the 1200 olfactory receptors, of which each olfactory receptor neuron expresses only one receptor type [1] . Thus each odorant activates an individual combination of olfactory receptor neurons, each with varying strength. The spatially and temporally organized pattern of electrical activity produced in this way is the first representation of an odorant in the olfactory system. By means of Ca 2+ imaging in anesthetised mice, these odorant-evoked afferent activity patterns can be imaged with good spatio-temporal resolution. Voltagesensitive dye imaging in the olfactory bulb [2] demonstrates that the pure substances AA and EB are represented by different patterns, whereby only the spatial aspect is shown here (. Fig. 1 ). The different patterns suggest that the mouse can easily distinguish between amyl acetate and ethyl butyrate.
This proposal can be investigated in behavioural experiments (. Fig. 2 ), whereby mice learn to discriminate between odorants in an operant conditioning test [3] . In order to effectively make the association between the perception of an odorant and obtaining a reward, mice need to be exposed to an odorant between 500 and 1000 times. The mouse can then identify the trained odorant with a reliability of 95% or more (. Fig. 1 ). This corresponds to our intuitive expectations in the case of two pure substances; however, can the mouse also identify other similar stimuli just as effectively? To artificially generate similar stimuli, binary mixtures of the two substances can be produced: a mixture of 60% AA and 40% EB is compared with a mixture of 40% AA and 60% EB. By converging the percentages (e.g. 52%/48% versus 48%/52%, in each case the whole concentration of odorant being 1% in mineral oil), similar stimuli can be produced. In contrast to the pure-substance patterns, binary mixtures demonstrate highly similar patterns with only minimal differences as expected (. Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, these stimuli can also be discriminated with an almost perfect reliability of 95% and more (. Fig. 2D ), whereby acquiring this ability takes somewhat longer than does simple-odour discrimination (. Fig. 1D ). Which other parameters of behavioural output could be altered? To answer this question, we measured an established variable of sensory physiology, i.e. the time needed to discriminate between two stimuli [3] . This reaction time, referred to here as discrimination time, provides direct information about the neuronal processing procedures on which the ability to discriminate is based (. Fig. 2 ). Measuring the discrimination times for pure substances and binary mixtures shows that simple odours can be discriminated in as little as 240 ms, while approximately 100 ms more time is needed for the mixtures (. Fig. 1 ). Longer discrimination times for binary mixtures were seen for all odorant pairs tested to date. These observations suggest that, in order to discriminate between similar odours, neuronal processing operations take place in the olfactory system which require time to distinguish differences in the afferent activity pattern, thus enabling successful olfactory discrimination behaviour. Which neuronal mechanisms underlie these operations and require up to 100 ms more processing time?
Anatomy of the olfactory system
In order to answer this question, we need to consider the anatomy of the mouse olfactory system (. Fig. 3 ). The bulb is bordered externally by the olfactory nerve layer and comprises the glomerular layer, the external plexiform layer, the mitral cell layer, the internal plexiform layer and the central granule cell layer. The glomerular layer comprises a multitude of spher-ical glomeruli, which are a specialization of the neuropil and comprise interneuron and principal cell (mitral and tufted) dendrites, as well as olfactory receptor neuron nerve endings of the olfactory epithelium. The latter project into the glomeruli where they form synapses with interneuron and principal cell dendrites. Olfactory receptor neurons that express identical olfactory receptors project into one or fewer (in general <4) glomeruli, even if they are distributed over a large surface area of the olfactory epithelium (. Fig. 3A) . Thus a glomerulus can be considered an afferent structure that unites information from one receptor type, thus representing a form of "input channel". The arrangement of the glomeruli in the superficial layer of the olfactory bulb produces a spatial map of the input channels. Every odour generates an individual spatial activity pattern (. Fig. 1 ).
Each glomerulus has approximately ten mitral cells containing one apical dendrite and several lateral dendrites. Their apical dendrites located within the glomerulus receive olfactory receptor neuron axons, but are also contacted by periglomerular cells and other juxtaglomerular cells, in particular the so-called short-axon cells. This produces an initial local processing level; activity in the neighbouring glomeruli can be compared by means of the short-axon cells (these mechanisms are not discussed in greater detail here). Processing between various glomeruli takes place primarily via granule cells in deep layers [4] . Granule cells are axonless neurons and are specialized in dendrodendritic communication [5] : granule cell dendrites form synapses with the lateral dendrites of mitral cells. The lateral dendrites can be significant in length, traversing a large proportion of the olfactory bulb. Mitral cell axons travel towards higher brain regions, such as the piriform cortex or the hippocampus, and transport the processed output signals from the olfactory bulb (. Fig. 3) Dendrodendritic synapses, also referred to as reciprocal synapses, comprise two opposingly arranged synaptic contacts of varying polarity [6] (. Fig. 3B ): an asymmetrical (Gray type I) glutamatergic contact in the granule cell direction and a symmetric (Gray type II) GABAergic contact in the mitral cell direction. By virtue of this arrangement, presynaptic excitatory and postsynaptic inhibitory structural elements lie directly adjacent to one another in lateral dendrites, and vice versa in granule cell dendrites.
Action potentials released in mitral cells extend to lateral dendrites [7, 8] , where they cause the release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate (. Fig. 3B, 1) . This binds to postsynaptic AMPA and NMDA receptors on granule cell dendrites [9] , resulting in depolarisation and Ca 2+ influx, which in turn cause the release of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA back to the stimulating mitral cell (. Fig. 3B , 2, recurrent inhibition), as well as to the dendrites of other mitral cells (. Fig. 2B , 3, lateral inhibition).
Inhibitory networks
This type of anatomical consideration suggests that inhibitory processing in the olfactory bulb is of particular importance. Indeed, physiological measurements show that the olfactory response of mitral cells is not only excitatory in nature, but can also be inhibitory [8, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Thus, from a series of similar odours (e.g. aldehyde of varying chain length; . Fig. 4A [13]), those odours inducing the maximal response are often"flanked" by odours which evoke inhibitory responses (C4, C8). This suggests a type of lateral inhibition in olfaction similar to retinal processing [11, 14, 15] . Indeed, intracellular recordings of mitral cells partially confirm this view: Luo and Katz recorded targeted mitral cell signals and correlated the excitatory or inhibitory mitral cell response to various odours with the"maps" which could be measured using imaging methods (. Fig. 4B ) [2, 12, 16] . In this context, they initially noticed that, as expected, mitral cells are strongly depolarized by those odours which had also shown local activity in imaging experiments. In good agreement with the anatomical conditions, however, the authors could also measure inhibitory receptive fields in the Molecules, cells and networks involved in processing olfactory stimuli in the mouse olfactory bulb Abstract How sensory stimuli are processed by neural networks is a key question of neuroscience. Olfactory conditioning experiments in mice demonstrated that odour processing is fast and stimulus-dependent. Selective genetic perturbation of the inhibitory circuitry in the first relay station of olfactory processing, the olfactory bulb, altered such discrimination times, with increased inhibition accelerating and decreased inhibition slowing down odour discrimination. This illustrates that inhibition fulfils a key role in sensory processing. . A Behavioural test design: Using an olfactometer, electrically controlled solenoid valves can produce odour pulses of defined duration and concentration (1% odorant in mineral oil, blue and red). An air stream with a defined flow velocity takes up the saturated odorant atmosphere via the mineral oil, mixes with the carrier air stream and enters the olfactory cylinder (green), which contains a metal tube to deliver water as a reward (blue). The olfactory cylinder is connected to the test chamber by an opening controlled by a photoelectric barrier (light bulb and eye symbols). When the mouse is rewarded for licking the metal tube, this can be measured via an air stream between the metal floor of the chamber and the tube. These processes, as well as measured data acquisition (photoelectric barrier, licking), are controlled automatically via a PC with appropriate software. B Behavioural experiment procedure: The mice are kept under water restriction to increase their perception of water as a reward during behavioural tests. At first, the mice familiarize themselves with the apparatus and, by actively exploring, quickly find the site at which water is provided as a reward. The animals then learn the association between reward and odorant. This is followed by the actual experimental sessions (100-200 trials/day). Breaching the photoelectric barrier (B, red) causes an odorant to be applied following a short delay (curvedblue arrow) until water (blue droplets) is released via a valve (see C for the time course). In the case of the rewarded odorant (O+), the mouse waits for the reward with its head in the olfactory cylinder (photoelectric barrier unbreached); in the case of an unrewarded odorant (O-), the mouse stereotypically retracts its head from the olfactory cylinder (the photoelectric barrier is closed, bottom right in B). The next trial can be started following an interval of 5 s. Odorants are applied in a random sequence. C Measurement parameters and their evaluation: By monitoring the photoelectric barrier, it is possible to measure with high temporal resolution whether or not the mouse's head is in the olfactory cylinder. In the case of a rewarded odorant, the mouse usually leaves its head in the olfactory cylinder (green O+ curve, mean±standard deviation. The distribution of values results from rare incorrect decisions made by the mice). In the case of unrewarded odorants, the animal usually retracts its head rapidly (red O-curve, mean±standard deviation). It can be determined from approximately 100 trials at which point in time the O+ and O- curves differ significantly. This yields the olfactory discrimination time. The time between individual trials provides information on the mouse's motivational status and is important for the interpretation of experiments. Measuring licking behaviour shows on the one hand whether the reward has been accepted and whether acquisition has taken place, while on the other it provides additional information on the mouse's motivational status. The mouse should only lick on application of a rewarded odorant, otherwise responses will be counted as incorrect. Thus the number of correct decisions (reliability) can be determined and represented in a learning curve (D). When initially learning to discriminate between cineole and eugenol, the mice need 800-1200 trials to achieve a correct-response rate of 95%. Thereafter, amyl acetate (AA) and ethyl butyrate (EB) can be highly reliably distinguished after only 300 trials. Acquiring binary mixtures requires somewhat more time. Odour acquisition can be tested by means of intermittent testing with odorant pairs which have already been acquired. (Modified from [3] , Elsevier © 2004) ed specifically those mitral cells which receive input signals from the same glomerulus [17] . These"sister" mitral cells actually show very similar olfactory profiles to those expected on the basis of the genetic identity of the olfactory fibres converging in the glomerulus [18, 19] . However, on closer analysis, the authors observed significant differences in the temporal dynamics of the olfactory response, in particular in the phase of olfactory response relating to inhalation cycles [20, 21, 22, 23] (. Fig. 4C , [17] ). This can be explained in turn by the varying lateral interconnection. These and other physiological findings, together with detailed knowledge of anatomy [24] , support the hypothesis that inhibition plays a particular role in olfactory processing and possibly that the additional time needed to process similar odorants is at least partially attributable to processes in this inhibitory network.
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In order to pursue this hypothesis, it would be necessary to undertake a targeted modification in the granule cell network and follow the results of such a modification analytically through the various descriptive levels-cell, network, behaviour. Perhaps the greatest challenge in this context would be to precisely control the intervention spatially and temporally. Its restriction to a defined anatomical space is necessary to modify solely the granule cell network in question, without disrupting any of those areas of the brain relevant to performing movements or necessary for general decision-making processes. Moreover, the timing of the intervention is crucial, since the mouse goes through many well-coordinated steps of maturation on its way from an embryo to an adult organism which, if disrupted by an intervention, could also cause unwanted and adverse side effects. However, genetic modifications, e.g. the targeted removal of individual genes, generally manipulate target genes in all body cells, often as early on as during prenatal development. Modern genetic techniques have made it possible to flank an individual gene with special interfaces, so-called loxP sites [25] . When Cre-recombinase, a bacteriophage enzyme, is expressed in a cell it functions likes molecular scissors which irreversibly cut out the gene on the loxP site. By spatially controlling the expression of Cre-recombinase and restricting it, for example, to groups of neurons, genetic modifications can in principle be restricted to precisely these groups of neurons [26] . The time point at which Cre-recombinase is expressed in turn determines at what stage of mouse development the intervention takes place. To apply this to the olfactory bulb granule cells, a promotor needs to be found which is expressed exclusively in granule cells and then only in adulthood. Although it is theoretically possible to find this type of specific promotor, it is generally highly unlikely. Alternatively, there is the option to introduce viruses which, as gene carriers, carry information on the production of Cre-recombinase in a targeted manner by means of stereotac- tic injections in the centre of the olfactory bulb of adolescent mice (. Fig. 5, 6 ). In this way, any target genes can be specifically eliminated, assuming there is a mouse line in which the target gene is flanked by loxP interfaces. Although producing a"floxed" mouse line of this kind is complex and costly, many laboratories choose to do so due to the significant experimental advantages it offers. Special target genes that are important in the synaptic transmission of mitral cells to granule cells are suited to modifying inhibitory interconnections. In this context, we were able to show that-as known from other areas of the brain-removal of the GluA2 subunit results in an increased influx of calcium ions into granule cells (. Fig. 6, B1-B3) [27]. This in turn induces a marked increase in the inhibition of mitral cells, as one would expect on the basis of the tortuous architecture of dendrodendritic synapses (. Fig. 3,  6, B4) [7, 9, 27, 28] . By thus investigating mice with targeted genetic modifications in terms of their ability to discriminate odours, it becomes evident that the acquisition and storing of olfactory information remains unchanged between control groups, and that general behavioural tests show no differences due to the highly regional modifications. Measurements of processing speed, however, demonstrated marked changes (. Fig. 6, B5) [27]: although simple odorant discrimination took as long as in controls, the genetically modified animals with increased inhibition required significantly less time to discriminate highly similar odorant mixtures; they were faster than their control conspecifics in the same experiment! A similar modification to the GluN1 subunit, which lead to reduced calcium influx and hence reduced inhibition (. Fig. 6 , C1-C4, . Fig. 3B ), showed precisely the opposite effect: in the case of unchanged ability to acquire and memorize, the discrimination of similar odours required significantly longer (. Fig. 6, C5) [27].
In conjunction with other physiological and behavioural experiments in genetically modified animals [29, 30] , these investigations show that the inhibitory network of the olfactory bulb is indeed of considerable significance in olfactory processing. Most memory tasks-at least simple olfactory discrimination paradigmscan be attributed in turn to the olfactory cortex and, in particular, to the plasticity of the piriform cortex. Viruses have become powerful tools for molecular interventions in the nervous system over the last 10 years, whereby adeno-associated viruses (AAV), adenoviruses and lentiviruses are preferentially used. Furthermore, herpes viruses, alpha viruses and pseudo-rabies viruses are also used. Each of these virus systems possesses a characteristic profile of properties, which is decisive when choosing the appropriate system. A feature common to all viruses is that they can be subjected to an almost limitless arsenal of molecular genetic interventions to manipulate neurons in a targeted manner. These include, among others, simple overexpression of proteins, the use of RNAi, toxins, Cre-recombinase, conditional expression cassettes and channel rhodopsins. These methods can be combined in genetically manipulated mice, as a result of which the number of possibilities multiplies (e.g. the combination of conditional mouse lines with viral expression of Cre-recombinase, see main text). Viruses are also excellently suited to performing initial experiments in reduced model systems, such as cell cultures, before scaling them up to the level of the intact organism. A pathway for targeted virus administration is required in order to use viruses in the central nervous system of a living organism. Stereotactic injection of viral suspensions in defined areas of the brain is particularly suited to this end. Using this method, and depending on the virus characteristics, very small brain areas (e.g. thalamic nuclei) or entire regions (e.g. granule cell layer of the olfactory bulb) can be infected with great efficiency (up to 95% of expressing cells). Furthermore, conditions can be created under which only scant neurons are infected. The procedure for a viral in vivo gene transfer experiment includes cloning the desired construct, producing and purifying infectious particles, as well as stereotactic intervention and injection of the virus suspension in the target area and at the time of expression (depending on the system, 12 h-12 days). This cycle can generally be achieved within 4 weeks, providing a highly flexible and easily adaptable method 
Red virus-mediated Cre expression. B Virus-mediated elimination of GluA2 in granule cells (B1) causes a reduction in GluA2
protein (B2), increased calcium influx in granule cell synapses (measured using two-photon microscopy in brain sections, B3), reduced inhibition (whole-cell recording of mitral cells enables the measurement of recurrent inhibition, B4; see also . Fig. 2B ) and, ultimately, enhanced olfactory discrimination of similar mixtures (shorter discrimination time in the behaviour experiment, B5). C The analogous result for the elimination of the NMDA receptor subunit GluN1, resulting in reduced calcium influx, reduced inhibition and worsened olfactory discrimination (modified from [27])
